online.idealpos.com.au

IDEALPOS

ONLINE
CONNECT IDEALPOS 7
TO THE CLOUD!

Idealpos Online is a cloud based reporting solution for businesses using Idealpos 7 Point of Sale
Software. Built for any size business, simply connect one or multiple POS Terminals to Idealpos
Online and as soon as the initial synchronisation is complete, you will be able to access all the
historical information saved in your POS databases directly from Idealpos Online’s website.

Select which KPI’s are
important to you

View your Stores from
one Centralised Platform

Built for Idealpos 7
Point of Sale

Build your own Dashboard and
choose the Charts you want to see
on a Smartphone, Tablet or PC

Sales information is retrieved in
real-time and ready to access
whenever you need it

A Cloud based reporting solution built
by Idealpos for our market leading
Idealpos 7 Point of Sale Software!

Create, View and Export
your favourite Reports

Secure and Scalable
SQL Database

Audit your POS
transactions

Query, ﬁlter and search your
favourite reports to quickly ﬁnd
the information you need

Built on the Microsoft Azure cloud
platform utilising their global network
of Microsoft managed servers

Dynamically search through every
transaction recorded at the POS
using the Journal Enquiry

Dashboard
Welcome to the Dashboard, the home
of KPI’s!
The Dashboard is updated every minute
with your Store’s Data so you know at
any time how they’re performing. Create
multiple Dashboards so each user can
see the information useful to them.

Journal
History Enquiry
Search through individual POS transactions
using the Journal History Enquiry feature. Filter
various transaction types to reach your desired
search results and save, print, email, export or
PDF the ﬁltered results.

Reports
The Reports load quickly and dynamically
update as you change your search criteria. All
reports can be printed, saved to PDF, exported to
CSV and emailed.

Plans and Pricing

DISCOUNT

SITES

POS TERMINALS USERS

DATA

PLAN

PRICE

1

$50

-

1

5

1

5GB

2

$95

$5

2

10

2

10GB

3

$140

$10

3

15

3

15GB

4

$185

$15

4

20

4

20GB

5

$230

$20

5

25

5

25GB

6

$270

$30

6

30

6

30GB

7

$310

$40

7

35

7

35GB

8

$350

$50

8

40

8

40GB

excluding GST. You can add additional POS

9

$390

$60

9

45

9

45GB

Terminals and Users for $10 per month and 5Gb

10

$430

$70

10

50

10

50GB

When you ﬁrst sign up for Idealpos Online, you will
be given a 30-day free trial. The 30-day free trial
allows access to all the features and functionality
so you can decide if Idealpos Online is right for you.
We’ve created plans where discounts are applied
for businesses with two or more Sites. As you move
up the plans, more POS Terminals, Users and Data
is included. The plan prices are billed monthly with
the payment automatically processed with your
stored credit card. Tax Invoices can be viewed and
downloaded from the Subscriptions page in
Settings. All prices shown are in Australian Dollars

Data for $15 per month.

START YOUR
FREE TRIAL

Getting up and running is really easy. Before you begin, check which version of Idealpos 7 you are using. You’ll
need Build 50 or higher so if you are using an older version of Idealpos 7, please contact your authorised
Reseller to upgrade to the latest version. A detailed guide to the setup instructions can be found in the Idealpos
Online User Guide. To get your system up and running with Idealpos Online, follow these steps.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Open Idealpos 7 and
retrieve your Username
and Access Code.

Click on Sign In and
login to your account.

Go to
https://online.idealpos.com.au
and click on Sign Up.

Create your Subscription to start
the synchronisation process.

Follow the step
through the
Register process.

Step 4

Check your email
and conﬁrm your
registration.

When the initial synchronisation is complete,
you can start using Idealpos Online!

www.idealpos.com.au

https://www.facebook.com/idealpos/

sales@idealpos.com.au

https://twitter.com/Idealpos

*This is an independent brochure and is neither
afﬁliated with, nor authorised, sponsored, or approved
by Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.

